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It seems to be an annual thing….
Well, it was that time of year again (November!)…the beginning of the “white water season”. It could 
only mean one thing; it was time for Chichester Canoe Club’s annual trip to South Wales. The perfect 
opportunity to introduce some novice paddlers to their first taste of white water; give river leaders 
practise at leading and rescuing; and most importantly to have a great time as a club whilst drinking 
beer and eating pub food!!!.

Friday: Cardiff then curry!…
It  all  started  on  the  Friday  afternoon  when 
myself,  Wendy,  John  Maccoll  and  Nick 
Peacock met up with Simon & Ellie Ablett at 
Cardiff  International  White  Water  centre 
(CIWWC)  for  some  pre-weekend  boating. 
CIWWC was running on 10 cumecs and for 
Wendy it was her first time on this level; safe 
to  say  after  two  great  laps  on  the  course 
Wendy  was  smiling  ear  to  ear  and  opted  to 
take photo’s from the side lines whilst the rest 
of us continued to lap and play on the course 
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until the two hour session was up and our thoughts towards 
curry could no longer be tamed!!. Simon had already booked 
us  in  at  the  Spice  Lounge,  in  Abergavenny  (highly 
recommended)….we  ate  a  load  of  curry  and  had  a  cheeky 
cobra beer or two before heading to our accommodation for 
much needed rest. 

Saturday: Usk - SennyBridge to Brecon
After  some  traditional  club  type  faff  outside  the  Firs 
accommodation,  we  found ourselves  beside  the  Usk at  the 
Sennybridge get in. A few of us took a short shuttle upstream 
to run through a small G3 gorge before meeting up with the 
others  back  at  Sennybridge.  This  was  primarily  done  to 
provide young Tom Burgess and Nick Peacock with a little 
more  excitement  before  the  first  flat-ish  period  of  the 
Sennybridge-Brecon section.

Everyone got on the water and the day’s paddling begun with 
an early swimmer and some boat rescue practise. After some 
initial flat water paddling, surrounded by the beautiful Welsh 
countryside in autumn colours, the series of 3 rock ledges that 
make up the bulk of the hardest rapids on this section were 
upon us.

Considering there were a few first timers, some novices and 
nervous people amongst the groups the first two ledges went 
without real issue, apart from Tim Burgess deciding to spend 
a  fair  bit  of  time  swimming  in  a  stopper  -  he  must  have 
enjoyed it because as he came out smiling!. The third ledge 
provided us all  with some great photo opportunities whilst 
boofing  off  the  1m  metre  ledge  into  the  white  bubbly 
stuff….additionally, it gave the Leaders some boats to chase as 
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CIWWC on 10 cu’s 

Cardiff International White 
Water Centre (CIWWC) is a 
man made white water course 
that drops the height of a 
double decker bus over the 
160m long course. 

Usk (Sennybridge to Brecon) 

A 19Km section of Grade 2(3) 
river ideal for an introduction 
to white water. The hardest 
rapids are early in the trip 
consisting of 3 rock ledges 
with the third being just over 
1m. After this the rapids are 
easier with some nice waves 
that can be surfed. 

Usk (Talybont to Llangynidr) 

A 6.5Km section of Grade 1(3) 
ideal for the novice paddler. 
The first few Km’s are relatively 
flat with pretty views formed by 
the surrounding countryside. 
The highlight, for most, is the 
Mill Falls rapid that is a series 
of natural/man made weirs and 
rocky reefs creating plenty of 
opportunity for practising river 
running and even play boat 
skills.  
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some people decided to take on the stoppers and have a fight with mother nature - erm, they lost!…

After the ledges the river calmed down a bit until the bridge at Aberbran. The stopper just past the 
bridge claimed a few victims that were still sleepy from our recent lunch stop…..once we reunited 
those people with their boats we all had a little play in the stopper and flow before heading down 
river.

The remainder of the 19Km section of river provided a handful of rapids of a read and run nature and 
we all got out at Brecon near the scout huts with the sun starting to set. The end to a great days 
paddling.

Who ordered the curry?.…
Sticking with tradition it was off to the local pub for food and drink. It’s safe to say that we took the 
pub over with a party of 22 people wanting food - curry seemed to be the order of the day….I nearly 
cracked after hearing the waitress say “who ordered the curry” for the 10th time and watching 5 
paddlers try to claim it like hungry hippo’s!….thankfully the Cider known as “Alzheimer’s” was going 
down well. 

The night come to and end and, as usual, most of us left having been fed and well and truly watered!…
additionally with our sides hurting from laughing at the usual banter from the various club characters. 

In summary, Simon Ablett turned into a B-boy and Dave Brown found a long lost relative pictured on 
the pub wall….and Jon-Jon Maccoll renamed me Ned Flanders on account of my moustache and Jon’s 
glasses in combination.

Interestingly, beer the night before did not equal more faff…it seems that relationship is inversely 
proportional…Again, before we knew it we had run the shuttle and found ourselves in a field looking 
at each other next to the Usk at Talybont. We split into our various led groups and got not he river 
without further ado!….

The first few km’s of this section are devoid of rapids, but not views!.  Again, we found ourselves 
floating down the river looking to the panoramic views and great colours for this time of year - the 
front page picture on this report typifies the views at the start of this section.
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Pretty soon, we were at the key feature - Mill Falls. As usual we spent about an hour or so on this rapid 
running various lines and leading first  timers down river  left  only to be greeted to cheers  at  the 
bottom eddy once they cleared it without exiting their boat.

After Mill Falls the river becomes easier to the get out at Llangynidr bridge. Having clambered up the 
river bank, stowed boats on roofs and said our short farewells we headed off back home to Chichester 
recounting the weekends stories on the way!.

Another great weekend - thanks to all that took part. Hopefully, like me, you eagerly await the next 
trip - Dartmoor January 2015.

the end……….
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